
 
Year 5 Topic Organiser: British clothing 1066-present (fashion) 

 

Key questions: 
What did the Normans wear? What was the difference between early and late Tudor clothing? What did the Stuarts 
wear? What is the difference in the clothing that explorers from different times wore? What is a brooch? How has 
woman’s fashion changed? 
Important dates in history: 
CE 
1066-
1485  

The Normans and Middle Ages: time of hardship and many wars. 100 years’ war between England and 
France. Most people in Britain were farmers and grew flax to make linen for clothing. Poor people wore 
cheap, rough woollen clothes from fabrics they had spun and woven themselves. Finer woollen clothes 
were worn by the rich, who decorated their outfits with fur and jewellery. Towards the end of this period 
the hairstyles of the rich, mainly the women, became very grand, and the shoes worn by men became 
longer and more pointed 

CE 
1485- 
1603 

The Tudor Period:  The clothes people wore reflected their wealth. People would try to wear the biggest 
and most decorated outfits as this would indicate their wealth. Wealthy people would wear clothes 
made from luxurious materials such as silk, and bright colours. The middle-classes would wear clothes of 
a similar style but usually made from cheaper materials, such as wool and linen. Poorer people would 
wear simple clothes made from wool.  

CE 
1603 
1714 

The Stuart Period:  The fashion during the period ranged from the reserved style of puritan society to the 
flamboyant excesses of the French court. 

CE 
1714-
1830 

The Georgian Period:  Towns grew as the industrial revolution began. Machines were invented to do the 
jobs that were usually done by hand. These machines were so big they had to be put into special 
buildings and so the first factories began to appear. 

CE 
1830-
1901 

The Victorian Period:  Queen Victoria was a steady, strong and long-standing monarch.  However, this 
was a time of many changes and new experiences for the people of Britain. Factories and travel changed 
how and where people lived their lives. The introduction of the lock-stitch sewing machine in mid-
century simplified home and boutique dressmaking. It made it easy to add trimmings which would be 
costly if done by hand. Lace machinery made lace at a fraction of the cost of the old hand-made lace. 
Inventors developed new, cheap, bright dyes like mauveine which replaced the old animal or vegetable 
dyes 

1901- 
1940 

Early 20th Century:  The first and second world wars were the biggest influence on life during the early 
20th Century. Clothing styles became about what was available and practical rather than following trends. 
Clothing factories were used to make military uniforms and parachutes rather than the latest outfits for 
the public. Everyone in Britain worked together to help and did their bit for the war effort. 

 Late 20th century:  Everyone was becoming more able to express themselves without persecution. Music 
and art became more diverse and had a greater influence on the people of Britain. 
 

Key vocabulary 
Natural dyes- Obtained from natural sources. Most are of plant origin and extracted from roots, wood, bark, 
berries, lichens, leaves, flowers, nuts, and seeds. Embroidery- decorative needlework 
Brooches-  an ornament that is held by a pin or clasp and is worn at or near the neck. 
Patchwork-  needlework in which small pieces of cloth in different designs, colours, or textures. 
Textiles-  The manufacture of a product in large numbers and at a low cost, using specialised equipment, is 
called mass production. The improved standards of living in many industrialized countries over the last two 
centuries are due largely to mass production. 
Block Printing-  Traditionally, block printing was used to print fabrics. This process involves sketching and carving a 
design into a block of wood, applying ink or dye, and stamping it onto a finished cloth.  
Industrial revolution-  In earlier days, people made products by hand. They worked mostly in their own homes or in 
small workshops. During the Industrial Revolution, many factories were built. Labourers began making large 
numbers of things using machines powered by engines. England was the first country in which these changes took 
place. 
Batik-  a fabric printed by an Indonesian method of hand-printing textiles by coating with wax the parts not to be 
dyed 


